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Proposal to Encode Two Letters in Telugu 

Vinodh Rajan vinodh@virtualvinodh.com 

Introduction 

Tamil is one of the liturgical languages of the Śrīvaiṣṇavism sect of Vaiṣṇavism within the broader 

Hindu religious tradition. As a liturgical language, Tamil texts are frequently expressed in scripts 

other than Tamil for reading and recitation by non-Tamil speakers. This served as an impetus to 

evolve unique orthographies that attempted to preserve the phonological aspects of the Tamil 

script/language in other scripts.  

This document presents a hybrid Telugu orthography that is used for representing Tamil religious 

texts and proposes the encoding of two additional consonants to the Telugu block of the UCS to 

represent this niche orthography in Unicode. 

Transcribing Tamil in the Telugu Script 

Both Tamil and Telugu being Dravidian languages share a core set of phonemes that made it 

relatively easy to express the Tamil language in the Telugu script. However, two Tamil 

consonants, namely LLLA ழ ḻ & RRA ற ṟ, tended to be problematic. Given that Tamil texts were 

transcribed into Telugu (by explicitly denoting the voiced plosives. In Tamil, voiced and unvoiced 

plosives are allophones, and the script depicts both using the same graphemes. The voiced or 

unvoiced realization of a plosive grapheme must be contextually inferred) rather than 

transliterated, preserving the phonetic realization of the source text was especially important.  

Even though there is an Old Telugu equivalent of ḻ (encoded as Telugu Letter LLLA ఴ U+0C34), it 

is virtually unknown to the modern populace outside the epigraphic domain and the associated 

phoneme /ɻ/ ceased to be part of the modern language a millennium ago. As for ṟ /r/, the Telugu 

equivalent (ఱ U+0C31) when geminated has a different phonetic realization to that of Tamil. In 

Telugu, ఱ్ఱ  ṟṟa, as expected, is realized as a geminate trill /rra/ but in Tamil ற்ற ṟṟa is uniquely 

realized as /tt̺ ̺r ə/.  

Both these problems were resolved by the wholesale importation of these two Tamil consonants 

and simply treating them as if they were Telugu consonants. Using this hybrid orthography, the 

original Tamil phonetic realization of the source text was appropriately preserved in the Telugu 

script without any loss. It also provided a visual cue to readers that these are Tamil phonemes 

and care must be taken in pronouncing these characters in accordance to Tamil phonology. Given 

that these were liturgical texts to be recited, enabling proper pronunciation of the texts was quite 

crucial. 
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A sample Tamil verse [5] written using the hybrid Telugu orthography (along with its source Tamil 

text) is shown below.  

 

 
 
ந ோற்று ச்சுவர்க்கம் புகுகின்ற அம்மனோய்  
மோற்றமும்தோரோநரோ வோசல் திறவோதோர்  
 ோற்றத்துழோய்முடி  ோரோயணன்  ம்மோல்  
ந ோற்றப் றறதரும் புண்ணியனோல்  ண்ட ோரு ோள்  
கூற்றத்தின் வோய்வீழ்ந்த கும் கரணனும்  
நதோற்றுமுனக்நக ட ருந்துயில்தோன் தந்தோநனோ  
ஆற்ற வனந்தலுற யோயருங்கலநம  
நதற்றமோய்வந்து திறநவநலோடரம் ோவோய் 10. 
 
It can be clearly seen how the Tamil consonants LLLA ழ (green) and RRA ற (red) have been 

completely embraced as Telugu consonants by taking Telugu vowel signs and Virama. Also, note 

that in a non-geminate context, Telugu RRA (blue) is still retained to transcribe Tamil RRA.  

 

Apart from the regular liturgical Tamil texts, several commentarial Maṇipravāḷa texts, which were 

written using an admixture of Tamil and Sanskrit, were also published using the Telugu script. 

They were traditionally meant to be published by mixing Tamil and Grantha scripts. But due to 

the lack of widespread typesetting in Grantha, it was difficult to publish these in the original 

scripts as intended. With Telugu being a major language with easier availability of typesetting, 

and the script containing an ‘almost’ phonetic superset to express both the languages, many of 
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these texts came to be printed in the Telugu script. For instance, the below Maṇipravāḷa snippet 

[7] in the Telugu script should have been ideally expressed using Tamil and Grantha (as shown in 

the accompanying reconstructed transcription). 

 

இந்தமுதலோழ்வோர்கள் மூவரும்𑌅𑌯𑍋  𑌨𑌿𑌸𑌮𑍍𑌭  𑌵ர். 
(கூடிக்டகோண்டு) 𑌯𑍋  𑌗 𑌮𑍍𑌭𑌹𑌤𑍍𑌤𑍍𑌵 த்தினோல் முவ்வோயிர 
த்துநூற்றிரு த்தஞ்சு 𑌸 𑌵𑌤𑍍𑌤𑍍𑌵 𑌰ம் 𑌭𑍂 𑌮𑌿 𑌸𑌞𑍍𑌚𑌾 𑌰ம் ண்ணி 
க்டகோண்டு இருந்து திருக்நகோவலூரிநல திரு ோட்டுக்டகழுந்தரு 
ளினோர்கள். 

Telugu was used to represent both the Tamil and Sanskrit parts of the texts. The Tamil part of 

these texts also use the hybrid orthography by adopting the Tamil consonants LLLA & RRA as 

Telugu consonants as shown earlier.  

Typographic Identity 

Typographically speaking, the imported letters seem to have their own identity and are always 

found to be typeset in a manner congruent to other Telugu letters. In the below examples, you 

can notice how the characters for Tamil transcription (henceforth, Tamil-transcriptional) LLLA and 

RRA were styled and scaled appropriately to blend in with the other Telugu letters as much as 

possible. 

From [10]: 
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From [3]: 

 

 

 

From [7] 
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From [1]: 

 

 

 

Tamil Transcriptional LLLA can also be seen here producing conjoining (ottu) forms like any 

other Telugu consonant. And the letter is also appropriately scaled to match the va-ottu. 
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Possible Unicode Representations 

Given the widespread use of this orthography in religious contexts and with a range of 

publications ranging from the late 19th century to the 21st Century, there is a need to represent 

this orthography properly in the digital form using Unicode.  

The following encoding mechanisms are possible: 

(i) ScriptExtensions.txt 

Treat the existing Tamil Letters LLLA and RRA as also Telugu characters by making a new entry to 

ScriptExtensions.txt. Curiously, the file as of now does not seem to have any base consonants and 

the entries are mostly composed of combining signs and other symbols. Also, it is not quite sure 

how rendering engines might treat the characters during script run and developers/vendors 

adding these characters to fonts. Another disadvantage is that the letters cannot have their 

unique typographic forms when a font would want to support both the Telugu and Tamil scripts. 

(ii) Encode new characters 

Greek and Cyrillic characters used in Latin orthographies are known to be added in the UCS as 

Latin characters (partly) due to typography and script identity. Encoding new Tamil characters 

(that are used as native letters) in Telugu would be quite like that. When a font is typeset, the 

Tamil-transcriptional letters must be made typographically similar to the other Telugu characters 

in the glyph set. A font would also want to visually differentiate the Tamil-transcriptional LLLA & 

RRA as Telugu letters from their use as Tamil letters. It would be more sensible to encode them 

as separate characters and provide them with their own identity, given that they have their own 

typographic considerations when used within the Telugu script. 

The only disadvantage would be that we would possibly performing a duplicate encoding of 

existing characters. But again, Telugu & Kannada already share several similar-looking characters 
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so do Tamil/Grantha, Bengali/Tirhuta and so on. It will not be the first time Unicode will be 

encoding similar-looking characters for different scripts.  

Taking all the above into consideration, we take the approach (ii) and proceed with proposing 

the Tamil-transcriptional consonants as Telugu letters. 

 

Characters to be encoded 

We propose that the following characters be encoded in the Telugu block of the UCS with the 

associated character properties and recommended annotations. 

0C5B  ഴ TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL LLLA 

• Used in religious texts 

0C5C  ഺ TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL RRA 

• Used in religous texts 

 

 

0C5B;TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL LLLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

0C5C;TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL RRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

 

Indic Syllabic Category 

The following changes should be made to the IndicSyllabicCategory.txt 

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant 

 

0C58..0C5C    ; Consonant # Lo   [5] TELUGU LETTER TSA..TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL RRA 

 

Conjoining/Subjoining Forms 

Both U+0C5B (ഴ) and U+0C5C (ഺ) do not have any attested conjoining or subjoining (ottu) forms. 

Especially, the geminate cluster of U+0C5C ഺ is always attested with an overt Virama e.g.  

cf. Tamil ற்று ṟṟu, in order to imitate the Tamil orthographic convention.  
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Collation 

They are to be treated as phonetically equivalent to the existing Telugu LLLA and RRA and hence 

are to be sorted immediately following them. 

[…] < TELUGU LETTER RRA < TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL RRA < [...] < TELUGU 

LETTER LLLA < TELUGU LETTER TAMIL TRANSCRIPTIONAL LLLA < TELUGU LETTER RRRA <  [...] 
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Further Attestations 

From [2]: 

 

 

From [4]:  

 

From [6] 
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From [8] 

 

Tamil transcriptional LLLA has been used here to spell a Telugu-ized Tamil word in a Telugu 

language text. 

 

From [9]: 

 

 

 

From [11]: 

Here, the author probably tried to emulate the printed texts in Unicode but the attempt ended up 

just using proper Tamil syllables among the Telugu text. A text editor would not have allowed the 

Tamil consonants to take up Telugu Vowels sign.  (As a side note, the author is also not very fluent 

in the Tamil script as evidenced by his spelling mistakes in the Tamilized section: மு mu for ழு ḻu 
& னழ ṉaḻa for றழ ḻai) 
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 TP

1
PT 

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html UTH for 

guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html UTH. 

See also HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html UTH for latest Roadmaps. 

A. Administrative 

   1. Title: Proposal to Encode Two Letters in Telugu  

2. Requester's name: Vinodh Rajan  

3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Individual  

4. Submission date: 14/04/2020  

5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   

6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Yes  

 (or) More information will be provided later:   

   B. Technical – General 

   1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):   

 Proposed name of script:   

 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: Yes  

 Name of the existing block: Telugu  

2. Number of characters in proposal: 2  

3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary  B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection) Y  

 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   

 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided?   

 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Yes  

 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes  

5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 

standard?  
 

 Vinodh Rajan  

 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Vinodh Rajan, vinodh@virtualvinodh.com  

6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes  

 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Yes  

7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes  

 Collation  

8. Additional Information: 

Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/       ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
  

 
TP

1
PT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 2005-01, 

2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01) 

http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html
http://www.unicode.org/
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C. Technical - Justification  

   1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  

 If YES explain   

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  

 If YES, with whom? The author himself is part of the user community  

 If YES, available relevant documents: -  

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  

 Reference: See Proposal  

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Rare  

 Reference: See Proposal  

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  

 If YES, where?  Reference: See Proposal  

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? Yes  

 If YES, is a rationale provided? Yes  

 If YES, reference: Telugu is in BMP  

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to, or could be confused with, an existing character? Yes  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference: See Proposal  

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? No  

 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)   

   

   

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  

 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   

 If YES, reference:   

   
 
 

 




